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Does any Church have a better view than St John’s at Goderich? See inside
for more about our brothers and sisters there!

Letter from the Editor

Sadly, the above letter is not available as we are currently without an Editor.
We would like to say an enormous thank you to Sarah Waters for her
amazing work in producing this magazine over the past years. She has set
such a high standard and we are deeply indebted to her.
This issue has been put together through the efforts of the SLM Committee,
but we need an editor to pull everything together. There is a real risk that this
may be the last issue if we are unable to find someone with the necessary
time, skill and commitment to help with this.
Could it be you?
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From the President’s Desk:
Presidential Odds and Ends
“So, how big is your church?” he asked. I was at a minister’s gathering – not
our local fraternal. A naughty answer sprang to mind. “Oh,” I replied casually,
“we’ve grown by almost twenty-five percent this year.” The look on his face
was worth it – I could almost hear the cogs of his brain going into overdrive.
So I put him out of his misery by explaining that we had now reached double
figures!
The reason for telling you this is to illustrate something I said at Conference
which could be as vital for us as it was for our Connexion founders. It matters
because we are grappling with what it means to be “missional churches”. [I
hope that term has now been explained Connexion-wide in all our
fellowships]. I think my questioner was suffering from an attack of barnacles
and perhaps aggravated myopia.
Barnacles were the bane of sailing ships, along with other sea stuff which was
fine in the ocean, but not on a ship’s hull. They had to be scraped off
regularly, or the planks could spring, with resultant leaks, the wood was
affected, and the vessel was slowed down. Not good news for sailors. Not
good news for churches plagued with spiritual barnacles – the things we
don’t really need but become used to; the things that fracture our unity as
fellowships; the things that blunt the edge of our witness; the things that
slow us down and drag us back. Couple that with spiritual myopia – shortsightedness – either backwards into our essential past or forwards into our
still to come adventure in Christ, and we can have real problems.

Not in our church! Really? No-one can be that confident. Barnacles don’t
announce their arrival, they have to be checked for. What was wrong with
my colleague’s question? Well, it wouldn’t have been the first question to
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occur to Connexion leaders [or other evangelicals] in those days of challenge,
heart-searching, renewal and revival. Here, in modern English and no
particular order, are some questions you would have found them asking:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How has your fellowship been challenged by the Bible recently?
Do you find that your church’s prayer life is deepening?
Have you had signs of a greater concern for family worship in the
home?
What ways have you found helpful to teach the believers about
godliness?
How far have the believers grasped the need for them to be
witnesses in their world?
Have you been noticing evidence of a greater hunger for holiness?
Shall we talk about some of the ways God has been dealing with us as
leaders?

Hmm! Are you sure we really want that sort of thing in these days?
Can I suggest that they get closer to the heart of missional life than the
question I was asked. Yes, we’re having to answer them at Cradley too.
Missional life ought to be something in the heart of large and small
fellowships, something concerned with the root of things, and something
accessible to both. Let’s jettison barnacle questions and methods of
assessment. Those old questions were not seen as personal, intrusive,
idealistic, or “super-spiritual”. They were seen as Biblical and essential in the
life of a church. And the churches thrived and grew. The questions shaped
the life and witness of church and believer and they became salt and light in a
hostile, disinterested, humanistic, self-determining society. Sound familiar?
Please pray for Marion and myself as we begin our “tour of the churches”. By
the time you read this we will have visited Ote Hall [Wivelsfield] and
Copthorne. Next time I’ll write about apple cores and update you on our
travels.
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Connexional Conference 2019
It was mine and Lorraine’s first time at High Leigh.
Our first impression when we arrived was how peaceful and
relaxing it was just to be there, looking out onto the gardens
was beautiful. The people were very friendly and
approachable and over the course of the weekend we felt
like we had made some new friends.
We were really impressed with the sense of unity within the
churches and how they all support and worked together. It
made the whole conference such a success.
We were blessed most of all by Michael Quicke’s teaching
over the three days, it really gave us so much to think about
and ponder on, so much so we bought his books to learn
more.
We look forward to going again in the future.

Mark and Lorraine O’Bray
(Sheppey Evangelical Church)
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From the Trustees……….

The Connexion as Family
There are some amazing pictures of the church and it’s life in the New
Testament. I always find Acts 2:42-47 both highly attractive and tantalisingly
out of reach at the same time:
They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and to prayer. [43] Everyone was filled with awe at the
many wonders and signs performed by the apostles. [44] All the believers
were together and had everything in common. [45] They sold property and
possessions to give to anyone who had need. [46] Every day they continued to
meet together in the temple courts. They broke bread in their homes and ate
together with glad and sincere hearts, [47] praising God and enjoying the
favor of all the people. And the Lord added to their number daily those who
were being saved.
I’d love to be in a church that lived like that, although if I’m brutally honest I
like my possessions and don’t know how easy I’d find giving others free
access to them (I suspect, however, that I’d find it more liberating than I
fear).
John 13:34-35 is another favourite and certainly describes part of my journey
to faith as I found in the church at Ely a community who shared a love I
hadn’t previously experienced.
“A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you,
so you must love one another. [35] By this everyone will know that
you are my disciples, if you love one another.”
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Of course, this is not to say that the Early Church was perfect! Much of Paul’s
writing is in response to friction and trouble in the family and working out
what it means to live as one. As The Connexion we have known both.
One of the challenges the Connexion faces is that we are spread out - a
challenge faced by many families. My parents live near Thetford in Norfolk,
my sister and her family near Nottingham, my brother and his in Birmingham
and we’re in Wormley, Hertfordshire. It would be very easy for us to drift
apart and we have to make a conscious effort to make sure this doesn’t
happen and come together from time to time. It is a hassle, but when we
manage it, we remember why it is good to make the effort as we renew our
relationships and catch up. It is worth it. As churches we find ourselves
spread from Middleton, Manchester to St. Ives, Cornwall. Some of us are in
little clusters, some of us geographically on our own. It takes effort to come
together, but similarly, it’s worth it.
Of course Conference is the main occasion for us to gather. This year we tried
really hard to ensure the programme had hardwired into it chances to get to
know each other, build up relationships and share stories. It was brilliant to
see many of you this Easter, especially those who were there for the first
time. It was lovely to welcome you and get to know you. It would be brilliant
if we could expand and all strive to invite more than just the minister and
mandatory delegates so that more could come and share this insight into the
family we belong to. Is there someone else you could invite next year? What
can we do to make it more accessible or attractive?
But The Connexion is so much more than just Conference and our regular
Ministers’ meetings. It is about who we are and what we do throughout the
year. If we’re to grow and deepen as a family, something we all desire, we
can’t rely on this one gathering. Romans 12:15 is a verse that has long nagged
me with it’s call for God’s People to, ‘Rejoice with those who rejoice; mourn
with those who mourn.’ This seems to me to be at the heart of our life as a
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community or family and requires an interest in each other’s lives and a
sharing of news. Bearing in mind our dispersed nature, how can we do this?
Here’s some starters to get us thinking - I’d love to know what other ideas
you can come up with (let me know at ben@cofhconnexion.org.uk):
●

●

●

●

●

Twin your church - make an active effort to get to know another
church in the Connexion. Find out about their life and mission and
pledge to pray for each other. If you’re close enough, perhaps you
meet up socially or for services from time to time?
Use the website - have you visited www.cofhconnexion.org.uk? This
has been redesigned over the last year to be a source of news from
around the Connexion. Do you have a story from your church you
could share? We’d love to post it! Let us know.
Pick up the phone - if you know someone at another church, take the
simple step of picking up the phone today and saying hello. Simple
but effective!
Contact your Contact Trustee - each church is linked to a Trustee.
Why don’t you take the initiative and not wait for them to get in
touch with the church, but drop them a line and keep them up to
date with what’s going on. Whilst we’re here for when things go
wrong, we’d also love to hear more about what’s going right. If you
send newsletters, send us one too. If you’re holding a special event,
invite us. If you have circulate prayer points or have a prayer chain,
ask if we’d like to be part of it too.
Prayer Triplets - I’d love to find a way of creating Connexional Prayer
Triplets, groups of three who pray for each other and their churches.
It might be some can meet, but for others maybe it could be done by
email, by Skype or text.

Ben Quant
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From our Sierra Leone Bishop:
Dear Friends,
Thank you so much for all the prayers and good wishes towards my consecration as
Bishop. I am abundantly grateful to you all and ask that you continue to pray for me
as I serve God in this capacity.
The service was very well attended by all Churches in the Connexion and a lot of
visitors from other Churches and
communities. I was so humbled
with the support. God is so good
to me. The Anglican Bishop,
Thomas preached and did the
ceremony with a few other heads
of Churches from Baptist,
Methodist, etc.
Thank you so much for the
support. I am grateful.
I am going to work now and as a
matter of priority, I want to
embark on reviving the children’s
and youth ministries in our Churches and empower ministers and teachers to be
effective in implementing these ministries. As it is at the moment, unfortunately and
even unbelievably, not all of our Churches have these ministries, not because of the
absence of children and youths but because of lethargy or lack of motivation. The
future of the Church is with these.
I will also be putting emphasis on how
we can keep our school as real Church
schools, decent and close to the Church
as much as government rules will allow.
The schools are part of our ministry.
This means, I will be moving around to
engage, train and motivate our Pastors
and Teachers to accomplish the needful.
I will rely on your prayer in this respect.
Thank you once again and I hope you will
have a wonderful Conference.
Your friend and brother,
Magnus
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Blessings at Zion
A few months ago the FSMC Gospel choir of St.Ives offered
to take a special service at Zion for the work of the Sierra
Leone Mission. It seemed opportune to link the service with
the Sierra Leone prayer weekend and as Gordon and Sue
Hamilton were on holiday in the town to invite Gordon to be
chairman. Sandra and Clive Dale rearranged their weekend
away and also blessed us with their presence.
Saturday night the church was filled with over a hundred
people when Tim Dennick welcomed everyone and set the
tone of the service by talking about ‘Grace.’ We sang
‘Amazing grace’ and the presence of God settled on us as the
choir sang, Gordon spoke, and William, the choir leader
commented on the songs. ‘Wonderful grace of Jesus,’ ‘What
the Lord has done FOR me,’ ‘Then the Lord stood by me.’
‘Deep down in my heart,’ ‘What the Lord has done IN me,’
‘Somebody prayed for me,’ ‘It’s time,’ ‘Bow the knee.’
Gordon taught everyone ‘Tel em tanke’ and we raised the
roof with ‘How great Thou art!’
There were many special aspects to Saturday night: local
churches uniting, the children being involved in serving, an
opportunity to open the gospel to non-Christians, fellowship
over food, to name but a few. However, the main objective
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was to glorify God and lift Him high. The Holy Spirit was
evident in our worship.
The offering was £617:82!! We thank the congregation for
their generosity and God for blessing the work of S.L.M.

Sunday was also special as we focused on our family in Sierra
Leone and prayed through the prayer points that Magnus
had written. What a privilege to know that up and down the
country we were all praying for the same needs and
blessings. Kevin Appleton preached on Psalm 84 and focused
on directions to eternal life.
Lunch of pasties, (Cornish of course!) and trifle in the garden
concluded our weekend of fellowship and blessing.
Many people contributed to the weekend and our sincere
thanks go to the FSMC Gospel choir, their conductor William
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Thomas and accompanist Alison Ashby. ‘Thank you’ to
Gordon, Sue, Clive and Sandra for their help and
encouragement. Thank you to Tim and the folk at Zion for
the hard work in preparing the church but mostly for the
warmth of welcome that was shown to everyone.
Finally a scripture that encapsulates the weekend:
“May the God who gives endurance and encouragement
give you a spirit of unity among yourselves as you follow
Christ Jesus, so that with one heart and mouth you may
glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.”
Romans 15 v 5&6.
John Newton said, ‘We can easily manage if we will
only take, each day, the burden appointed to it. But
the load will be too heavy for us if we carry
yesterday’s burden over again today, and then add
the burden of the morrow before we are required to
bear it.’
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Thought for a Day (Matthew 28:18-20)
Some time ago I was travelling a short distance on a bus. There were
only a handful of people travelling with me, two men were exchanging
pleasantries, one an Afro Caribbean I would guess in his 40’s, the other
white British in his 60’s. When the younger man went to get off the bus
I overheard him say ‘That is my church over there,’ to which the other
replied ‘That’s where I got married, but I only go for christenings,
weddings and funerals.’
I was due to get off a few stops further on and as this man was sitting
next to the exit, as I made my way to the exit, I just said to him ‘maybe
you should try going to the church more often, the rewards are out of
this world.’
Now I don’t know what the outcome of that brief
remark was, but I do believe we are called to take
every opportunity to point others to the Lord
Jesus Christ. I knew I didn’t have the opportunity
to share more than I did. I could have got off and said nothing but I pray
it may have had an impact on someone who may have been seeking.
Many years ago whilst talking to a bereaved family, the son-in-law told
me he didn’t believe, although his wife did. I didn’t feel it right to
preach to him but decided to point him to some passages of scripture
which I just wrote down and gave him, suggesting he uses his wife’s
bible to check out what was written there. Twelve months later his
wife’s pastor told me he had been confirmed the week before and had
given as his testimony what I had said to him.
It is not all about long sermons but it is about taking every opportunity
to point others to Jesus. Someone once said ‘preach at every
opportunity, if necessary use words.’ Our lifestyle must mirror the life
of Jesus and the love of Jesus. If you read in the gospels, you will see
Jesus didn’t use long sermons, apart from the Sermon on the Mount.
When he called his disciples, he just said ‘follow me’ and they did.
Prayer: Lord use my words and deeds to point others to you.
Gordon
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Exciting news from Janet O’Shea:
Bethesda and Brama
Last year the rainy season in Sierra Leone arrived very late
and because of that the adults at Bethesda struggled to
supply the children with drinking water. The result was
typhoid and a hospital admission for Sorrie.
This year the rainy season is again late however Magnus
requested funds early to buy drinking water for the children
and also to dig the well at Bethesda deeper in the hope of
finding more water. This need was happily met and as you
can see from the photograph the children are very grateful.
On June 17th I
will be returning
to Bethesda and
taking with me
my
granddaughter
Nina and a
friend Tino. The
focus of our
visit will be very different to previous trips. The plan is to
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work at the Connexional school at Brama. The school has
five untrained teachers and a trained head teacher. When
Esther, Bethany and myself visited in November we were
very aware that the staff are very dedicated however they
are struggling with huge class sizes, no equipment and no
training.
In June Nina and Tino will transform one classroom. They
will clean and paint the walls and then paint teaching aids
onto the walls; days of week, colours, alphabet etc. They will
also create a reading corner and stock it with lovely books.
Security is a problem but the committee have agreed to
install a security door and windows.
While this is happening, I will be ‘leading by example.’ I had
thought about giving some teacher training but after much
thought I have decided to actually teach the youngest age
class for two weeks while the class teacher observes. My
plan is to demonstrate as much good practice as I can
without dictating how teachers in Sierra Leone should teach.
Magnus has asked me to meet with a bigger group of
teachers one afternoon to share ideas. This photograph
shows the classroom that the girls will transform.
Education is so important and our schools should be seen as
beacons and examples of outstanding practice.This approach
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is experimental but if it works for one class and one teacher
perhaps next year a whole team of us could make a real
impact on our schools in Sierra Leone. We have many
teachers and ex teachers in the Connexion and I’m sure
many painters!!
16

Rejoice always, 17 pray continually, 18 give
thanks in all circumstances; for this is God’s will
for you in Christ Jesus.
1 Thessalonians 5

THE CONNEXION ONLINE

Those of you who were fortunate enough to attend
conference this year will have heard Rob Shotliff talk about
our rebranded website.
Christine Long our new web manager has done a fantastic
job at modernising the site and bringing it right into the 21st
century with its new features.
Ever wondered where the people you meet at conference
are actually placed in the country? You’ll find them all listed
under ‘fellowships’ with a map showing exactly where they
are!
How well do you know the history of Lady Selina? You can
find her remarkable story documented right here.
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Church activities, events, mission news and recorded
sermons can all be found.
A great new feature is ‘Short Thought’ a weekly 60 second
inspiration from Simon Allaby.
If you’ve always wanted to give but never got around to it
you can even donate via our website.
Check it out at

www.cofhconnexion.org.uk

You can also follow the connexion on Facebook, and Twitter
and share bibles verses, news items and events. Raise our
social media profile by pressing ‘like’ or commenting our
pages.
Mother Teresa said, ‘Never worry about numbers. Help one
person at a time, and always start with the person nearest you.’

Conference 2019
It’s not just Conference! It’s the excitement of meeting a
large section of the family and renewing friendships with
such wonderful friends.
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On the Monday morning, the first day, some of us met early
for the Sierra Leone Committee Meeting or the Trustees
meeting.
Afterwards the excitement began as everyone else arrived
and we gather for lunch. What a buzz in the dining room.
A big ‘thank you’ was given to David Sweetman for his 2
years as President and the gavel was passed over to Ken Hart
as he was welcomed in as the new President.
We had some wonderful ministry from Michael Quicke on
‘Welcoming, Supporting, and Networking Missional
Churches’. It was an encouragement for us to go back to
share with our churches.
On receiving our programmes, many of us wondered what
the “Speed Dating” session was going to be. But it turned
out to be a different way of informing others about what
had been happening in our churches informally. We were
placed into groups and half of each group would move
around to the next group after a suitable time had elapsed.
As usual the worship was amazing with thanks to the leading
of the music group – Warm thanks to Nick Harding and Lisa
Lake!
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It was an early start every morning to join the prayer groups
which enrich us for the day.
Ken Hart brings his usual skills where he led a quiz with a
difference between groups made up of people of all ages.
As always, the most important part about conference was
the great fellowship, we had with everyone, either new or
long-lasting. Such Blessings!
Thank you to all who organised or were involved in putting
together the 2019 Conference.
As Barack Obama said, ‘Don’t wait for good things to happen
to you. If you go out and make some good things happen, you
will fill the world with hope, you will fill yourself with hope.’

South Street
On Sunday the 31st of March the Lord Blessed His Church, for
we witnessed Ann, Joan, Lynn and Jonathan publicly
declaring their love for Jesus through the waters of baptism.
Believers and seekers alike were much heartened through
testimonies, much encouraged through answered prayer,
vitalised in fellowship and emboldened by the preaching of
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the Gospel of our Lord. ‘Sweet is the work, my God, my King,
to praise Thy name, give thanks and sing.’ (I Watts) That special
Sabbath was full of praise, thanksgiving and singing!

Senior Citizens Lunch Club, South St Free Church,
Eastbourne
Presents wanted and unwanted
In January we asked folk to bring along or tell us about
presents whether wanted or unwanted.
Peter was up first! He explained he was desperate for a bike.
It was Christmas and he was hopeful. He entered the living
room and he saw immediately a bicycle looking shape against
the wall but first he had to open the presents inside the
pillow case. One could sense the tension and haste with which
these gifts were opened and discarded before he was at last
allowed to open the longed for bike. Dad helped it downstairs
and he was away. Sadly, not long afterwards, the treasured
cycle was stolen from outside a sports shop by a boy from
Peter’s class. Peter was not brave enough to challenge him;
Peter admitted that by now he had lost his all his confidence
and self assurance . His understanding Dad bought him
another one! This story was told with many insertions of
other stories... Thank you Peter.
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Pam had brought along a large wicker hamper. She admitted
she wasn’t sure whether this had been a lovely present or not!
It had been presented to her on her retirement and left it to
us to make up our own minds about it! She opened the basket
and in our imagination we unpacked it with her> It had been
filled with items that Pam might use during her retirement.
How very thoughtful! There was a “Vera” hat; blue hair dye ; a
claw with which to pick up items from the floor; large tin of
talcum powder; books on how to crochet and various other
items including a pack of incontinent pads! Well, what do you
think? Good or bad present?
Up stepped John, jaunty and ninety and with mic in hand, he
was soon to be lost in the reliving of amorous pursuits seven
decades ago. His eye had fallen upon a young nurse, but his
way was hindered by the fact that she resided in “The
Nurses Home”. In this home dwelt her protective sister
nurses and they were determined to frustrate John’s ardour.
It was to this end, as part of their tactics, that they
presented him with a mysterious wrapped gift: a dog’s collar
and leash! But, they had not reckoned with the strength of
love; for pursue he did and won her hand! When John stepped
down his blue eyes were full of tears.
Joan told us about a present her husband had given her. She
was a bit miffed at first because it was a sewing box with
lots of little drawers each one containing something useful
for the job - but Joan didn’t sew! She was encouraged to
open all the drawers and found cottons, needles, pins and so
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on until the very last box where she found a beautiful opal
and diamond ring! What a wonderful surprise and much more
to Joan’s liking!
Anne always has fascinating items to show. This time she told
the story of two tickets which had been given to her to go to
the television studio where the very first “This is Your Life”
was being filmed. Very thrilling. With Eammon Andrews. The
guest was the first lady to go behind enemy lines during the
Second World War. What a wonderful experience, Anne. She
had also brought along various gifts which had come from all
over the world - India, Egypt. I think Anne’s house must be a
treasure trove!
Joan M had a very amusing story about Christmas presents,
given and given away! She had spent one Christmas at her
brother’s home and when the time came to open presents one
was given to a friend who opened her gift. Joan said that it
was a hideous dressing gown. There must have been silence in
the room as the unfortunate recipient unfolded a navy blue
house coat covered in huge flowers. What do you say? But
worse was to come! Just imagine the following year, opening
presents at her brother’s home, Joan’s horror when she
ripped the paper off her gift to find she had been given the
same dressing gown, not only huge flowers but a king size.
The pockets came round her knees. It was hastily taken to a
charity shop and hopefully won’t turn up at Joan’s brother’s
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house again! Bruce brought
along an amazing present!
Bruce loves cricket and
both he and his brother
have done extremely well
in the game. One year, his
aunt won a very special
signed cricket bat in a
raffle and she knew
immediately who would
really appreciate such a
prize. So Bruce was given
this cricket bat signed by
both the English and
Australian teams of 1926.
He has never used the bat
as the signatures were written with a fountain pen and bats in
those days were made very differently from those of today.
Bruce was sure he could lay his hands on this precious cricket
bat to bring along to show us, but when he went to retrieve it,
it wasn’t there. Eventually he found it as it had been
relegated to the attic!
Roger rounded up the proceedings - always interesting and
unexpected and presented in a delicious way. He opened a
beautiful glittery box and from it took a black and white
photo of his father. His father had crafted a delightful
farmhouse from wood and lovingly painted it. This came out of
that glittery box. It was clearly a very treasured possession
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and had given many hours of fun. What came next was equally
exquisite - a small book, a concordance, published in the
18th century and given to Roger by his wife Hazel. Roger
finds he makes use of this more and more. Then right at the
bottom he came across some verses from scripture which he
read in his clear and winning voice: “Look to me and be saved
all you ends of the earth! For I am God and there is no other”
(Isaiah 45v22).
Roger Whitmore and Phyl Sweetman

Congratulations to Jessie and her team!
When the needs of Hawa after the fire at Fogbo were highlighted, Jessie

decided she would like to help by making cakes for sale at Mortimer West.
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With help from her family and the young people, she raised a marvellous
£190 after our Mothering Day service.
The total collection for the appeal enables us to send £800 to the mission.
We continue to pray for Hawa and her children and the Church at Fogbo.

14 The Lord turned to him and said, “Go in the
strength you have and save Israel out of Midian’s
hand. Am I not sending you?”

Where do you find this quote?

A Vision for the Sierra Leone Mission
The Sierra Leone Mission is a remarkable thing: our little Connexion in the UK
supports around 25 schools and 32 churches in Sierra Leone, paying basic
salaries and grants to 125 teachers, pastors and other staff. We also train
new ministers and teachers, fund the Bethesda Orphanage and send much
needed humanitarian aid to some of the world’s poorest people and
communities.
We are able to be involved with these communities, churches and schools in
a way that we could not be with other mission organisations: we enjoy
genuine fellowship, deeper understanding and true compassion for those
whom we have to come to know and love in Sierra Leone.
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We want this amazing work to continue, to be done as well as possible and to
grow, and for that reason the SLM Committee in the UK is looking at putting
into place a strategic vision for the future.
This strategy will enable us to do some really important things:
●

It will help us to understand how best to serve the Connexion in
Sierra Leone. We want them to be truly autonomous but also we are
aware that we have access to skills and information that could be of
real benefit. We want to clarify what our role in the UK is so that we
can support as much as possible without stifling growth or creating
unsustainable dependency.

●

It will help us to use donated money as effectively as possible. There
are so many needs in Sierra Leone it is hard to know what to
prioritise. Having a clear vision will help to shape those priorities and
ensure that our limited funds are put to the best possible use.
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●

We want our support of SLM to be truly relational. It’s good to
support any kind of Christian mission, but with SLM we have the
opportunity to have genuine fellowship with those we support. This
means that we can really love the people we are in contact with in
Sierra Leone. Knowing people personally, understanding their
circumstances in detail and being exposed to their everyday
challenges and needs means we can give better support. Our
churches benefit in turn from this kind of relationship.

●

It will help us to recruit the next generation of supporters. A clear,
easily communicated vision is important in getting new support If we
can communicate the mission and the outcomes of SLM we can raise
support among younger people and even from people from outside
the Connexion.
We want to support Gospel growth in Sierra Leone. Mission is more
than evangelism of course, but we want there to be clearer
communication about the evangelistic work of Connexion churches in
Sierra Leone so that we can see how material support and Gospel
preaching go hand in hand.

●

Please pray for the SLM and the UK Team to be able to come up with a good
strategic vision. Specifically, please pray for wisdom to understand the limits
and extent of our role in the UK, understanding of the cultural context, time
to put the vision together and the resources to enact it. Please also pray for
the growth of the SLM, the people of Sierra Leone, those who suffer poverty
and persecution there and for those who have not been reached by the
Gospel.

Geoff Chapman
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From our dear Brother and Bishop Magnus Bendu
Fraternal Greetings from Sierra Leone
I greet you all in the name of Jesus Christ our Saviour. It is with great
pleasure that I send you these special greetings from Sierra Leone as
you confer together as a body to celebrate the goodness of Jesus and
to allow Him to inspire you through His life-giving word. Your theme
which I believe is: "Welcoming, Supporting and Networking" is very
unique and impressive. As Christians we must always welcome the lost
and receive people of all categories with Christs love, support the weak
and needy network with others for kingdom growth.
Let me take this opportunity to thank you for the support you are
giving to the ministry of the Countess of Huntingdon and the people of
Sierra Leone in various ways through the Sierra Leone Mission (SLM)
and the Friends of Sierra Leone (FSL). The impact of your support is
great! I have seen sick people benefit from your medical support and
become well again. I have seen schools established and built in poor
rural areas, giving children access to education, with SLM funds. I have
seen Churches planted and constructed and people receiving Christ in
Muslim and unreached communities through SLM and FSL funding and
support. I have seen children receiving educational support through
SLM and FSL funds. I have seen Community Teachers receive
scholarship to attain Teachers Certificates through College education
with SLM and FSL funds. I have seen young men and women aspiring
for ministry having their dreams fulfilled after studies fully supported
by the SLM at Bible/Theological Colleges. I have seen Pastor’s wives
and other Christian women benefit from trainings in tailoring through
the FSL Sewing Schools. I have seen homeless children at midnight in
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rough roads, street corners, market places and abandoned buildings
been identified, accommodated in a centre, cared for, integrated and
re-unified with their families as a result of SLM funds through
Bethesda. I have seen Teachers having employment through SLM and
FSL grants to Schools in Sierra Leone. I have seen Pastors receive
stipends for their ministry in Sierra Leone through SLM funds. I have
heard testimonies of people’s lives been transformed and people been
inspired with fresh hope for progress and development through SLM
supported radio talk shows. I have seen young and old receive various
gifts at Christmas and other periods through SLM/ UK gifts. I have seen
books been donated to primary and secondary schools and Colleges
from SLM and FSL gifts. I have seen people suffering from natural
disasters such as the Ebola disease, mud slide, flood, ferry disaster, fire
disaster, and even the past rebel war etc. receiving emergency help
from the SLM and FSL to the amazement and gratefulness of the
beneficiaries. I have seen personal support, real friendship displayed
and partnership maintained and sustained with love by people from
the UK to the people of Sierra Leone through the SLM and the FSL. I
have not only seen and witnessed, but I have benefited too and I am so
grateful. The people of Sierra Leone are grateful.
There is more to mention of your goodness and the positive impact in
Sierra Leone. How I wish we can reciprocate in other ways in addition
to our prayers for you all.
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. May God bless you and continue to
refresh our partnership and our love of Him. I wish you a very
rewarding Conference and a happy and blessed Easter.
Yours in His Service,
Magnus.
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Ordination of Bethany Green at Rosedale Community
Church.
It was a delight to be at Rosedale on March 3rd for Bethany's
ordination. Ben Quant welcomed us all
and we all sang the newer version of
Amazing
Grace.
Bethany's
Dad, Cliff
Burrage then
read Isaiah
61v1-6. The
words
became alive
to us and we
knew this was a commissioning of us as well as Bethany! After this
reading (which got a round of
applause) Bethany got to tell her story of the journey so far and how
God had called her to share her
faith from a very early age. Bethany has gained experience with several
well known organisations,
as well as training and is now called to ordained ministry as a natural
progression to God's call.
Cafe Church puppets appropriately gave a rendition of the song “Hear
the call of the kingdom.”
Simon Climer gave the official
welcome and Noel Valley led the
ordination ceremony, with prayers
afterwards from the whole
congregation.
The ordination closed with singing
“Bless the Lord O my soul.”
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Then we went for lunch and had a time to chat with folk from Rosedale
and visitors.
It was a lovely day and although Bethany has
been in the role of Pastor for a while now, it was
lovely to see her recognised.
Karen Relton

As St Catherine of Siena put it: ‘Be who God meant you to
be and you will set the world on fire.’

From Your Foreign Correspondent
(This is written by a ghost writer but all the incidents are
true, although some names have been changed)
Hello. Good Afternoon. It’s me again.
I am glad to tell you that my lessons are fine at my new
school. I learn plenty things. I hope one day I will use my
education to help people.
My teachers are good teachers but now one is sad, sad. This
teacher, Mr Kargbo, was glad when his wife was to have a
baby. We say pikin. Mr Kargbo went to the hospital with his
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wife because the baby was coming. But it is sad. The baby
could not be born so the doctor did operation to bring the
baby out. Baby came out good but Mistress Kargbo did not
live. She was too ill so she died. Mr Kargbo is back at school.
He said his mama is minding Baby Mariama. The pikin is named
the same as her mother as it means “Gift of God”. The
Grandmama stays by Mr Kargbo so they can all be together to
make a family.
In my lessons I learn that fire is important. We need fire to
cook and to heat water to bathe when we are old or sick. But
now I also have some fear of fire because Mistress Mariama
in our village (she has the same name as the pikin of my
teacher) she sometimes falls on her cooking fire. She has not
fallen just now and is not so ill now.
I have fear of fire because Reverend told us at church that
plenty houses burned down in one village. Why can fire be bad
and also good?
Then I learned in school that water is important. We need it
to drink and to stay alive. We need it to cook and to wash and
to clean things. Then I am vexed because Reverend told us at
church about two things that happened.
One thing was 2 years ago when it rained so bad that part of
a mountain came down in a mudslide. One thousand people
died.
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The next thing was at Christmas time when the ferry did sink
on Mabang River. These sad things make me feel vexed.
But our teachers and Reverend say to us that when we are big
we will try to change things if they are wrong.
Teacher said that trees must grow on mountains to stop
mudslide.
He said cooking fires must be outside to stop fires in houses.
He said ferries must not be too heavy to sink the raft.
There is very much to learn to make life good and not bad.
Reverend helps us to pray for all the people who have
problems. Maybe they have problems with water or fire or
sickness.
I must study hard so that I can try to help with some of the
problems when I am big.
I am sure you pray for people with problems too.
Thank you for praying with us.
All my family and friends say Kushe and God bless you.
Best wishes from
Sorie Olufemi Sesay

SOS
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When fear knocks on the door of your
life, let faith answer!

FOCUS ON ST JOHN’S GODERICH
According to the history of the Connexion in Sierra Leone, St John’s
Goderich was founded on 9th March 1835. The current church building
was put up in 1890. It is situated on Lawrence Street, Oba Funkia in
Goderich, a predominantly fishing community that is also growing into
a major business centre in the west.
Once you step out of the building
you are greeted with a
marvellous view of the seafront
with its sandy beach just across
the road.

The congregation of St John's has

stood the test of time and is still
growing amid the emergence of
numerous 'new' churches in the
community. The current
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membership is 341, with 174 adults and 167
children. Regular attendance is between 100
and 120. Services are held every Sunday at
10:00am. Sunday school starts at 9:00am.
There is a regular choir as well, leading the
singing at the Sunday services as well as
participating in special events.
A number of weekly activities take place on different days in the
evening. These include the Men's Fellowship, Women's Fellowship,
Young Adults' Fellowship, Youth Fellowship and the Children’s
Ministry. The older women meet for 'Class' on Wednesday mornings.
There has been a considerable metamorphosis of the church building in
recent years including changes to
the roof, ceiling, altar, front door
and pulpit. Despite the ravages of
the sea-salt environment, the church
now looks resplendent thanks to the
considerable efforts of the local
congregation with minimal
assistance from UK supporters.
The church also now has a splendid
manse that houses Rev. Jamestina
Sankoh, who has been the pastor since September 2013, and her family.
Lay preachers in the church are Bros Dalton Shyllon, Jonathan Dixon,
Gabriel Kamara and Simeon Freeman. A "Poor Steward", Mother
Cecilia Johnson helps in setting the table for The Lord's Supper. Every
last Sunday of the month is considered Youth Sunday wherein the
youths take over the whole of the service, including preaching.
Mike Ward writes: my first visit to the church was when I was invited
to attend the Sierra Leone Connexion’s Bicentenary Celebrations in
1992. It was here that I first met the late Rev. Reuben Dove, whose
home was in G
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oderich, just down the road from the church. It immediately became
my favourite church location in both the UK and Sierra Leone, being
right by the beach! Little did I know that less than a year later I would
be back again, having just started a two year assignment in nearby
Freetown at the City Council with VSO (Voluntary Service Overseas).
It was my first Sunday in the country and VSO had arranged a trip to
the beach at River No. 2. Knowing that they would be passing very
close to Goderich I was brave enough to ask to be dropped off at the
road junction, about a mile away from the church – and I can still
remember the surprise I gave Reuben and the congregation by suddenly
turning up unannounced! The warmth of the greeting was even warmer
than the weather that day!

During my time with VSO I would most
often be seen at Goderich on Sundays,
usually arriving in the City Council blue
van or the ambulance driven by one of the
faithful City Council drivers. The church
has had a number of different ministers
over the years, but the welcome I received
on subsequent trips when visiting the
country from time to time was always the same. It remains the only
church in Sierra Leone that I have
preached at. I recall my sermon focussing
on being fishers of men – in honour of the
predominance of fishermen in the
congregation!

Special thanks to Jamestina for supplying the information about the
church and the current congregation.
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Forgiveness is actually our greatest need. The atheist philosopher,
Marghanita Laski, said, ‘What I envy most about you Christians is
your forgiveness. I have no one to forgive me.’

Editor needed:
We really need someone to put together the Voice
Magazine if we are to continue to publish it. If you
could help, please let us know and if you can’t
actually do it then please pray that the Lord will
direct us and provide the right person to take it on if
it is to continue!
Thank you
Tim Wells tim.wells2@ntlworld.com
Ian Denyer bolneydenyers@gmail.com
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The 15th annual

S.L.M.
Charity Golf Day
20th September 2019
Bacon sandwich and coffee/tea
18 hole Stableford (10.30 1st Tee)
2 Course buffet, cost and venue
to be confirmed
Speak to Gordon Hamilton if interested
07551199897
Or email gordon@hamiltonshouse.co.uk

Note from a non-editor: This is a great day out! Golf may not be your strong
point but it is a really friendly and easy going place to play even if you have
not played much before! Great mix of people all with Gordon in common –
what could be more worthwhile??
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Hebrews 12 Therefore, since we are surrounded by such

a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw off everything that
hinders and the sin that so easily entangles. And let us
run with perseverance the race marked out for us, 2 fixing
our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of faith. For
the joy set before him he endured the cross, scorning its
shame, and sat down at the right hand of the throne of
God. 3 Consider him who endured such opposition from
sinners, so that you will not grow weary and lose heart.
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The Countess of Huntingdon’s Connexion
Chairman and Secretary of the Trustees: Noel Vallely
21 Lyttons Way, Hoddesdon, Herts EN11 9NH
(01992 461766)
Honorary Treasurer: Mr Graham Squibbs
15 Springfield Road, Middleton M24 5DL
(0161 6537401)
Sierra Leone Mission donations to: Mrs Janet Foord
2 Cheyne Close, Church Milton, Sittingbourne,
Kent ME10 2SQ (01795) 437358
Connexional website: www.cofhconnexion.org.uk
The Countess of Huntingdon’s Connexion, Sierra Leone
Chairman & General Superintendent: Rev. Magnus Bendu
Assistant Chairman and General Superintendent:
Agent for the Sierra Leone Mission: Rev. Daniel Koroma
S.L.M. Website: www.sierraleonemission.org.uk
Voice Editor: Vacant and seeking
skills

Distribution: Brian & Ann Mitchell
25 Debden Green, Ely, Cambridgeshire
CB6 3BS (01353) 610525
E-mail: brian_ann.mitchell77@ntlworld.com

The Countess of Huntingdon’s Connexion Registered Charity No. 232674
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